Proportions:
Rounded head, with
rounded eyes which
can drawn in a
square

5
stylized
flowers

For the creation of this Pinocchio’s version, I have begun from the
original one drawn for the logo of the Foundation, and after a brief
moment of indecision on the style, I have followed the idea to make
him more "child" rounding off the lines, and playing with the proportions. The conclusion is a happier and animate version of

HEIGHT:
4 HEADS
AND 1/3

the puppet, with some little elf features.

The study is initially developed by photoshop, to finish then on Illustrator transforming the definitive version of Pinocchio in vectorial.
The palette of CYMK colors champion is minimal for the
purpose to not dissuade the attention by the puppet protagonist.
The forms are kept simple, and the suits made more modern; the
red vest and the green pants maintain net folds similar to those that
the paper does.

The nose is longer than the normal one to make him
more particular, and to create a feeling of "equal
weight" with the height of the hat.
Besides, the inclination of the nose is a remind to
the preceding logos of the park and the International
Academy
The characters created together with the
puppet are also them simple, and they
can be used for being "englobed" in the
logo of the foundation to create perspective and dynamism (as in the example of
logo for the foundation, here besides), or
also used only for merchandising.

The simple forms of the face allow
to use this version of Pinocchio
for more purposes.
With few changes as the addition
of leaves and a cap, this version
can be used for different
destinations (as can you see in
examples).

Thanks for reading!
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